Cloud adoption is transforming all markets, as businesses see the value and convenience of cloud-based technologies, especially Software as a Service
(SaaS) applications. Here, we look at growing trends in cloud adoption, speciﬁcally in relation to ﬁnance and accounting, and the beneﬁts to businesses.

“[Cloud adoption] continues to increase in all markets. But what we’re seeing
now, and have seen in recent years, pales when compared to the growth that is
about to hit IT markets over the coming 24 months.”

$

—Saugatuck Technology

of ﬁnance executives see ½ of their transactions
happening in the cloud within the next 4 years.

Spreadsheet software, like Excel, is the current solution for ﬁnance processes. But this kind of software isn’t always reliable and can be riddled with mistakes.
Studies have shown that, on average,
of spreadsheets have ERRORS.

There are many pain points when dealing with traditional ﬁnance application approaches.
Many ﬁnance professionals spend the ﬁrst 3 days of
every week just gathering data and updating
spreadsheets, leaving very little time for analysis,
insight, and decision-making.

Most IT organizations have constrained resources.
Beyond that, they tend to prioritize systems that
support product and service delivery and sales
rather than internal groups, like ﬁnance. Switching
to a cloud platform, with dedicated technical
support, can help alleviate this problem and ensure
that ﬁnance can be self-supporting and able to take
care of its own needs quickly and easily.
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On-premise software can equate to multiple costs, both upfront and ongoing.
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Upfront costs include:
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On-going costs include:

1 Software licensing

9 Operating system

1 Maintenance fees

7 Consulting for changes

2 Implementation consulting

10 Database

2 Patches

8 Data center

3 Production servers

11 Integration

3 Upgrades

9 Internal support help

4 Test and development servers

12 Provisioning

4 Training

10 desk

5 Backup datacenter

13 Security

5 IT staﬀ overhead

11 Inﬂation adjustment

6 Server conﬁguration

14 System maintenance

6 Finance admin overhead

7 Availability

15 Performance tuning

8 Network and storage
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On average, cloud-based software costs ¼ the amount of on-premise software.

A perceived lack of security is one of the major roadblocks barring organizations from adopting cloud services.

of businesses surveyed cited security/privacy
governance as the biggest problem facing their
companies when considering implementing
cloud-based technologies.

cite security/privacy governance as the top barrier
to commercializing technology innovations.

With the implementation of increased security standards, however, they should feel conﬁdent in their choice to switch.

According to an August 2013 Forrester report, ensuring enterprise data protection will remain a top priority in 2013, as more companies migrate to the cloud
and data becomes readily accessible.

More than 78 industry groups work on

At least 48 of them report having

cloud-related standards.

security-related elements.

Using the cloud can beneﬁt businesses in a variety of ways.
expect the cloud to have the
greatest impact in driving business
transformation for enterprises.

Top 3 Drivers of Cloud Adoption:
Improved
Business Agility
Improved
Focus

Businesses cited cost reductions (17%)
and improved eﬃciencies and
productivity (34%) as the top beneﬁts
of cloud implementation.

Speed of
Implementation

Customers also prefer cloud-based software.
believe cloud technologies create
easier access to personalized,
real-time information.

believe cloud technologies
increase personal productivity.

For more information on how your company can join the movement and transition your ﬁnance to the cloud, visit:

www.hostanalytics.com/theskysthelimit
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